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1. Introduction.
Addition of natural
in terms of successor by the formulas
recursive definition may be replaced

numbers is defined recursively
a+0 —a, a + b' = (a+b)'. This
by the explicit set-theoretical

definition

a + b = c<->(AM){(0, a) CM a (Ax>y)[(X}y)<=M->(x',y')CM]->

(b,c)CM}.
Notice that sets of ordered pairs of natural

numbers

are used in this

definition.
Here and throughout
this paper the logical symbols A (and),
v (or), —> (if • • • then •••),*->
(if and only if), A (for every),
and V (there exists) are used; negation does not occur explicitly. The
concepts just mentioned,
together with identity, are considered as
the logical notions.
On the other hand, it is known that it is not possible to give an
explicit arithmetical definition of addition in terms of successor, that
is, a definition using only the concepts of logic, and excluding the
concepts of set theory. In fact, from a formula containing (besides
parentheses
and variables ranging over the natural numbers) only
logical symbols and the symbol for successor, we can eliminate all
quantifiers,
if we allow the symbol 0 to be introduced.1
From this,
it follows that the only sets of natural numbers which are definable
are the finite sets and their complements.
In particular,
the set of
even numbers is not definable. It is then clear that addition also is

not definable in this way.
Alfred Tarski has proposed (in lectures) consideration
of an intermediate type of definition, in which sets of natural numbers but no
other sets are allowed. Thus we will have variables a, b, c, • • • which
represent natural numbers, and variables A, B, C, ■ • ■ which reprePresented

to the Society, August 24, 1956; received by the editors, December

1,

1956.
1 The method of elimination of quantifiers was discussed, in the related case in
which addition is the only operation, by M. Presburger, Uber die Vollstdndigkeit eines
gewissen Systems der Arithmelik ganzer Zahlen, in welchem die Addition als einzige
Operation hervortritt, Comptes-rendus
du I Congres des MatheVnaticiens des Pays

Slaves, Warsaw, 1929, pp. 92-101, 395. He showed that arithmetic based on addition
and not using set theory is decidable, and that multiplication
is not definable in the
theory. The argument in the case required here is much simpler than Presburger's.
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sent sets of natural numbers. The term restricted set theory will refer
to the use of just these types of variables. A definition using such
variables will be called a restricted set-theoretical definition. As examples of definitions of this type, we may give

a < b*-*(VA)[b6iA

(hx)(xE A ^ x' E A) a a E A]

and

a = 0 (mod 2) *-+(A^)[0 E A a (l\x)(x E A -> x" E A) -> a E A].
Specifically, Tarski has proposed the following two problems.
Problem
1. Is it possible to give a restricted set-theoretical
definition of addition of natural numbers in terms of successor?
Problem 2. Is there a decision method for the arithmetic of natural
numbers based on the notion of successor and using restricted set

theory?
A positive solution to the first problem would lead to a negative
solution to the second. For in terms of addition, we may define

divisibility by the formula

a | b^(l\A)[0E

A a (Kx)(xE A -> x + a E A) -* b E A].

Since, as pointed out by Tarski, multiplication
is arithmetically
definable in terms of addition and divisibility,2 we can then also define
multiplication,
and hence, by the method of Godel, all recursive functions. Thus the arithmetic of natural numbers, with the operation of
addition and using restricted set theory, is undecidable.
It follows
that if there is a restricted set-theoretical
definition of addition in
terms of successor, then also the arithmetic of natural numbers with
the operation of successor and using restricted
set theory would be

undecidable.
A variant of the problems proposed by Tarski is obtained by using
not variables A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ representing
arbitrary
sets of natural
numbers, but instead variables a, P, y, ■ ■ ■ representing
finite sets
of natural numbers.3 Every definition of this new type can be transformed into a definition of the previous type, since finite (that is,
bounded) sets can be defined using the set variables A, B, C, ■ ■ ■ .
It also appears to be possible to replace definitions involving A, B,
2 The definitions

may be found, for example,

on page 146 of R. M. Robinson,

Undecidable rings, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 70 (1951) pp. 137-159.
3 (Added in proof.) I have learned that A. Ehrenfeucht has proved that the arithmetical theory of the addition of ordinals is decidable, and that R. L. Vaught has
shown how this result may be used to give a positive solution to the modified Problem
2 and hence a negative solution to the modified Problem 1. However, the problems as
first stated remain open.
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C, ■ ■ ■ by definitions involving a, fi, y, ■ ■ • . At least, this is easily
seen to be the case for all the definitions used in this paper. For exam-

ple, we see that

a < &<->(Va)[a C a A (l\x)(x' C a —>x C a) A b C «]•
However,

I have not found a general

procedure.

2. Definitions of addition. We shall prove two independent
theorems relating to the definability of addition. However, both theorems
fall short of yielding a positive solution to Problem 1 or a negative

solution to Problem 2.
Theorem I. It is possible to give a restricted set-theoretical definition
of addition in a certain model of the arithmetic of natural numbers in
terms of the successor operation on natural numbers.
Proof. The model in question will have as elements exactly the
finite sets of natural
numbers.
These can be put into one-to-one
correspondence
with the natural
numbers
by letting
the set a
= {ai, at, • • • , a„}, where oi, (h, • • • , aa are distinct natural numbers, correspond to the number
N(a)

= 2al + 2°2 +

• • • + 2a\

We wish to define an operation © so that N(a®fi) =N(a)+N(fi).
Notice that if N(a) is written in binary notation, then a is the
set of positions in which the digit 1 occurs. Now in adding two
numbers in binary notation,
there will be a carry-over
to position a
if and only if there is a position of lower rank where the two numbers
agree, and in the last such position t both numbers contain the digit
1. Taking this carry-over into account, we see that

a C a ® fi*-> (l\x)[x g, a—> (x C a <~>x C fi)]

v (VOJK«A

(Ax)[t < x < a -> (x C a <->x C fi)]

A ([/ C a A I C fi A (a C a <->a C fi)]

v[tCa*lCfiA(aCa<^a

C fi)])} ■

The inequalities here may be eliminated, by using one of the definitions given in §1.
Remark. This definition of addition in a model of the arithmetic of
natural numbers does not yield a negative solution to Problem 2, as a
positive solution to Problem 1 (definition of addition for the natural
numbers themselves)
would. However, if we could define both addition and multiplication

in some model,

then the undecidability

theory would follow.
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Theorem 2. It is possible to give a restricted set-theoretical definition
of addition of natural numbers in terms of the operations of successor
and double. That is, the binary operation x+y is definable in terms of
two special cases, x'=x+l
and 2x = x+x.
Proof. The proof depends on the use of a suitable correspondence
between all ordered pairs of natural numbers and some natural numbers. We shall use the pairing function

J(x, y) = 2-(2y + 3).
Clearly,
J(x, y) = J(a, b)<-^x=aAy

= b.

It is immaterial that J(x, y) does not assume all natural numbers as
values.
We shall be interested,
for each natural number n, in the three

sets P(n), Q(n), R(n) defined by

z E P(n) ^> (Vy)[z = J(n,y)],

zE Q(n) <-*(Vx)[z = J(x, n)],
z E R(n) <->(Vx, y)[z = J(x, y) a x + y = n\.
We also use the relations

S and T defined by

uSv <->(Vx, y)[u = J(x, y) a v = J(x', y)],
uTv <->(V#, y)[u = J(x, y) a v = J(x, y')\.
We shall show that all of these, and finally also J(x, y) and x+y, are
definable in terms of successor and double, using restricted
set-theoretical definitions.
We may in fact use the following definitions:

2 E Q(n) *->(A^)[2«+ 3 E A a (Nu)(uE A -> 2« E A) ->z E A],
uSv <->(Vm)[mE Q(n)] a v = 2u,

uTv++ (Vn)[u E Q(n) a v E Q(n')] a u < v < 2u,

z E R(n) ^(Ai)J2»

+ 3Gi

a (Am, v, w)[uSv a uTw a wEA-^>vEA\^*zEA\,

z E P(n) <->(f\A){(Vu)[u E Q(0) a u E R(n) a u E A]
a (Am, v)[u E A a uTv^> v E A] -* z E A\.
As before, we can eliminate inequalities,
and we can also eliminate
the symbol 0. We can now define the pairing function J(x, y) by the

formula
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z = J(x, y) <->z C P(x) a 3 C Q(y).
Addition may be defined by translating
the set-theoretical
given at the beginning of the paper into the form

a + b = c^(r\A){j(0,a)

definition

C A a (Ax, y)[J(x, y) C A

-^J(x',y')CA]->J(b,c)CA}
However, in terms of the above defined sets and functions,
also use the simpler definition

a + b = c^J(a,
We may also eliminate

■
we can

b) C R(c).

J(a, b), and write this in the form

a + b = c<^(\lz)[z

C P(a) a 3 C Q(b) a z C R(c)].

Corollary.
The arithmetic of natural numbers, based on the operations successor and double, and using restricted set theory, is undecida-

ble.
Remark. By way of contrast to Theorem 2, it is easily seen that
it is not possible to define addition arithmetically
in terms of successor and double. The argument
is a simple modification
of Presburger's (see Footnote 1). Indeed, elimination of quantifiers is possible if we introduce the symbols 0, 1, 2, • • • and the congruences

x = a (mod 2b) iora = 0, 1, 2, • • • and b = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • . It is then seen
that the congruence
x = 0 (mod 3), for example,
is not expressible,
and hence that addition is not definable.
Also, by the result of Presburger,
the corollary is clearly false if
no set theory is used, since the two given operations are special cases

of addition.
Remark. We do not know whether the doubling operation can be
omitted from either Theorem 2 or the corollary;
these are exactly
Tarski's two problems. On the other hand, the successor operation
clearly cannot be omitted from Theorem 2, since the system of natural numbers with only the doubling operation admits nontrivial automorphisms, whereas the system with addition does not. With regard
to the corollary, if the theory with successor alone turns out to be
undecidable,
then the theory with double alone will be also, since
models of the former theory may be constructed
in the latter.
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